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THE ROYAL PREROGATIVE – THEN AND NOW

Stephen Sedley

The throne and the lions
If anyone imagines that judges overreaching themselves and interfering in politics is a
complaint confined to modern judicial review, they need look no further than Bacon’s essay
“Of Judicature”, published in 1625.
“Let judges also remember,” Bacon wrote, “that Solomon’s throne was supported by lions
on both sides: let them be lions, but yet lions under the throne; being circumspect, that they
do not check or oppose any points of sovereignty.”

Although few aspects of history have an identifiable beginning, much of the history of my
topic tonight begins in Bacon’s working lifetime, between his call to the bar by Gray’s Inn in
1582 and his disgrace and demotion from the chancellorship in the early 1620s. It is a
history which not only explains why Bacon wrote what he did about the proper place of the
judiciary but also helps to explain why critiques continue to be directed at what is
conventionally dubbed judicial activism1.
Public law, as Bacon pointed out, has a proper sphere of operation which does not include
the business of government. What Bacon was also taking care to point out, however, was
that the state itself must operate within the law: that was the principle which the judicial
lions were there to guard, and it is why he went on to say:
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“Let not judges also be so ignorant of their own right as to think there is not left them, as a
principal part of their own office, a wise use and application of laws.”

The location of the borderline between public law and public administration is still disputed,
but Bacon’s admonition is striking evidence that it had already become controversial by the
end of the sixteenth century. Monarchs such as Elizabeth I or James I, ruling by divine right,
ought to have been able to dictate both law and justice at will: yet by the first decade of the
seventeenth century their judges, Coke prominent among them but by no means on his
own, had established a measure of sovereignty for the common law which continues to this
day and which is one of the shaping forces of the constitution.

Sir Edward Coke
The Case of Prohibitions2 arose in 1607 out of a dispute which was brought before the king
in person by the Archbishop of Canterbury, who asserted that scripture gave James power
to decide it. Coke, with the backing of all the English judges, held otherwise. This is how he
reported his own decision:
“A controversy of land between parties was heard by the King, and sentence given, which
was repealed for this, that it did belong to the common law: then the King said, that he
thought the law was founded upon reason. And that he and others had reason, as well as
the Judges: to which it was answered by me,” ‐ wrote Coke – “that true it was, that God had
endowed his Majesty with excellent science, and great endowments of nature; but his
Majesty was not learned in the laws of his realm of England, and causes which concern the
life, or inheritance, or goods, or fortunes of his subjects, are not to be decided by natural
reason but by the artificial reason and judgment of law, which law is an act which requires
long study and experience, before that a man can attain to the cognizance of it: that the law
was the golden met‐wand and measure to try the causes of the subjects; and which
protected His Majesty in safety and peace: with which the King was greatly offended, and
said, that he should then be under the law, which was treason to affirm, as he said; to which
I said, that Bracton saith, quod Rex non debet esse sub homine, sed sub Deo et lege.” [a king
is not subject to men but is subject to God and the law]

Coke’s stance nearly cost him dear. A contemporary record describes the resulting
confrontation in which, as the historian Theodore Plucknett put it, the king lost his dignity
and Coke lost his nerve:
“His Majestie … looking and speaking fiercely with bended fist offering to strike him, which
the Lord Coke perceiving, fell flatt on all fower.”3

Bacon would have enjoyed the symbolism of the judicial lion being ordered back under the
throne. So would Dr Cowell, the Oxford professor of civil law, who in the same yearwrote: “I
have heard some to be of opinion that the laws be above the King”, but asserted
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unequivocally that the king “is above the law by his absolute power; he may alter or
suspend any particular law that seemeth hurtful to the publick estate.” 4 But history was on
Coke’s side.

Monopolies
One of the Tudor monarchy’s most profitable sidelines was the grant of monopolies – an
exercise of the prerogative in its Blackstonian sense of power to do things that no individual
could. Monopolies were, however, a serious handicap on trade: they stifled competition and
inflated prices. When Parliament set about legislating to constrain their use, Elizabeth
backed down. In November 1601 she issued a proclamation5 withdrawing a considerable
number of them on the ground that they had been abused, and allowing anyone who had
been harmed by such abuse to “take their ordinary remedy by her Highness’ laws of this
realm”.
One of the grants she withdrew was a monopoly of the making and importation of playing
cards, which she had issued to Edward Darcy, a groom of the privy chamber, in return for a
fee of 100 marks a year. Earlier in 1601 Darcy had brought a lawsuit against a haberdasher
named Allein who had infringed his monopoly6. Sir Edward Coke A‐G, Darcy’s counsel in
what has become known as the Case of Monopolies, accepted that the courts had control of
the grant of monopolies but defended this one on the ground that the Queen was entitled
to restrict the availability of playing cards for reasons of public morality. Popham CJ,
speaking for the full court, held that all monopoly was contrary to common law because it
restricted employment and for that reason lay beyond the prerogative power:
“The Queen could not suppress the making of cards within the realm, no more than the
making of dice, bowls, balls, hawks’ hoods, bells, lures, dog‐couples and other the like, which
are works of labour and art, although they serve for pleasure, recreation and pastime, and
cannot be suppressed but by Parliament….”

Popham’s court gave a second reason which is of interest because it prefigures the House of
Lords’ decision in Padfield’s Case7 that administrative action may not run counter to the
policy and objects of the enabling statute. The preamble of Darcy’s grant had recited that
the Queen’s purpose in making it was to advance the public good; but since all it had done
was fill Darcy’s pocket, said Popham, “the Queen was deceived in her grant” – that is to say
the monopoly had failed in its purpose.
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Popham cited in support of his court’s decision a 14th‐century statute which had annulled
the king’s grant of a monopoly of importing sweet wines into London. Not for the first time,
the pincer of the Commons and the judges was closing on the monarch’s prerogatives. But
the monarchy could still bite back. The following year, 1602, the Queen’s Privy Council
ordered some traders (who may have included Allein) to be gaoled for infringing Darcy’s
monopoly.
But the last word went to Coke. By the time he published his report of the Case of
Monopolies, James I was on the throne and had published a book in which he declared all
monopolies to be unlawful, “and therefore,” Coke announced, “expressly commands that
no suitor presume to move him to grant any of them”.
All of this, however, concerned domestic monopolies: the courts were astute to see the link
between job creation at home (which meant striking down domestic monopolies)8 and the
exclusion or restriction of foreign imports (which meant upholding external ones). There
was every reason to preserve the very different monopolies of the eleven international
trading companies, among them the Merchant Adventurers and the East India Company,
which by 1600 had been granted exclusive licences by royal charter9.

The judges and the prerogative
All of this helps to explain why Coke, in his time, did not stand alone. Modern work on the
prerogative writ of habeas corpus has shown how, towards the end of Elizabeth’s reign and
into the reign of James I, at least three of the senior judges had made it their business to
establish judicial oversight of local courts, bodies and functionaries which took it on
themselves to deprive individuals of their liberty. The first was Sir John Popham, chief justice
of the King’s Bench from 1592 until his death in 160710. The second was Sir Thomas Fleming,
who succeeded him. Coke, who succeeded Fleming in 1613 but was ousted three years
later, was the third. Of these chief justices, Paul Halliday says:
“Coke is by far the best known of these three today11. But his two predecessors in King’s
Bench did more to transform habeas corpus from an instrument for moving around bodies
as part of routine court business into an instrument for controlling other jurisdictions. They
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did this by capturing the king’s prerogative for their own, then defending this capture with
procedural innovations.”12

This is the situation in which the lions begin to emerge from beneath the throne and the
royal prerogative begins to be drawn into the portals of the common law13. In the Case of
Proclamations14, in 1611, Coke articulated what had become and still is the foundational
principle of a constitutional monarchy:
“The King hath no prerogative but what the law of the land allows him.”

The prerogative strikes back
By the beginning of the seventeenth century the judges were in consequence not simply
corralling the royal prerogative. As Halliday suggests, they were themselves exercising it.
Fleming CJ made it quite clear that the writs of habeas corpus, prohibition, certiorari and
mandamus – the prerogative writs as they continued to be called until the late twentieth
century – were issued in the exercise by the judges of the monarch’s own powers:
“This court,” he said, “is the jurisdiction of the Queen herself. It is so high that in its presence
all other jurisdictions cease.”15

James I, who was no fool and had been accustomed as James VI of Scotland to something
approaching complete deference from his judges16, denounced Coke’s stricture on the
monarch’s personal use of the prerogative power as treason. But he could no more
adjudicate without his judges than he could raise money without Parliament. Sometimes
James got his way, as he did in 1606, when Coke was just taking office as chief justice of the
Common Pleas and an acquiescent Court of Exchequer allowed him, in defiance of a statute
of 1372 forbidding the Crown to raise taxes without Parliament’s consent, to levy a duty on
the import of currants on the pretext that he was merely regulating trade17 – a form of
reasoning still familiar in the twenty‐first century. His successor, Charles I, similarly
persuaded a majority of the court of Exchequer Chamber18 in 1637 to endorse his demand,
famously opposed by John Hampden and others, for ship money to equip a navy. It is not
without interest that Finch CJ, in upholding the Crown’s claim, held that “acts of parliament
12
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Nevertheless, the fact that it was not until 1701, when the Act of Settlement was passed,
that the judges of the higher courts were made secure against dismissal at the will of the
Crown makes striking the principled stand that some of them took, in the period following
the Restoration, against regal autocracy. When James II set about packing the court that
was to decide Godden v Hales25, the case on the legality of his use of the dispensing power
to allow Roman Catholics to hold military commissions, he told the Chief Justice of the
Common Pleas, Sir Thomas Jones, that he must either give up his opinion or his place.
“For my place,” said Jones, “I care little. I am old and worn out in the service of the Crown.
But I am mortified to find that Your Majesty thinks me capable of giving a judgment which
none but an ignorant or a dishonest man could give…. Your majesty may find twelve judges
of your mind, but hardly twelve lawyers.”26

The long revolution
The history of public law thus offers a qualification to the conventional wisdom that it was in
1689, by what Trevelyan called “this beneficent Revolution”, that “the liberty of the subject
and the power of Parliament were finally secured against the power of the Crown.” The
principles of a constitutional monarchy had been laid down long before 1689. They had
been fought over in a civil war which ousted a monarch who would not accept constitutional
restrictions on his power. They had been flouted by the monarchs who returned after the
failure of the Commonwealth and the collapse of the Protectorate. But, although
consolidated in the Bill of Rights 168927, they have continued to be fought over ‐ for the
royal prerogative has not withered away in the four centuries since Coke’s time. It has
changed in form, in content, and above all in its relationship with the law; but it remains the
element in which central government lives and moves and has its being.

The Privy Council
Perhaps the most remarkable survivor of the centuries of constitutional conflict and
vicissitude has been the Privy Council. Like the Privy Council, the great departments of state
– the Treasury, the Home Office, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office – and many of the
powerful government commissions and boards to which major executive functions were
assigned in the course of the 18th and 19th centuries were emanations of the Crown: no
parliament ever legislated to bring them into being. But while these departments and
bodies have no lawmaking powers that have not been granted by Parliament or which can
25
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therefore escape the oversight of the courts, the Privy Council, with powers that derive in
part from statute and in part from the royal prerogative, continues to be used as a means of
introducing domestic and colonial laws without scrutiny or vote28.
At a political level, the Privy Council today deliberates and legislates purely as an outgrowth
of Cabinet. This is accomplished by excluding from its discussions all privy counsellors except
those who are currently cabinet ministers, on the ground that it is only on the advice of her
government that the Queen may act. The Privy Council’s deliberations – most of them on
deeply unexciting questions like the closure of burial grounds, but some on such important
issues as the royal charter in support of press regulation – are accordingly conducted
principally by inter‐departmental memorandum; actual meetings are extremely rare. More
significantly, there is no participation at any stage by privy counsellors from the opposition
or by the large number of non‐political privy counsellor who might have useful contributions
to make.
These functions border on the administrative. But the Privy Council is also a legislative body.
While it is known29 that in 2002, 372 Orders in Council were made under statutory powers,
as against 154 in the exercise of the prerogative, both classes are constitutionally
problematical.
Statutory power to legislate by Order in Council was granted to the Privy Council, for
example, by the United Nations Act 1946, in order to implement UN decisions30. When this
power was used in 2006 to enact an extra‐judicial confiscation regime for use on terrorism
suspects, the question arose whether, without explicit power to do so, a statutory order in
council could take away the right of access to the courts. The Supreme Court held that it
could not lawfully be done31. This was an orthodox judicial review of the use of statutory
powers, albeit exercised by a prerogative body.
Orders in Council made under non‐statutory, prerogative powers, which include the entire
governance of Britain’s remaining colonial territories, are subject to no such legislative
28
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control32. This was how Jack Straw, as Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, was able,
without the knowledge of Parliament and without any consultation with those affected, to
take away the right of the exiled Chagos islanders to return to their home. Although the
House of Lords, in a much‐criticised majority decision, held this ministerial use of the royal
prerogative to have been lawful on the facts of the case, the courts at every level33 accepted
that the prerogative power to make orders in council is today justiciable for abuse of
power34. Judicial review in this area, however, is no more than a longstop. At departmental
level, a secretary of state can put a draft order in council before the Queen for signature
without either the public or Parliament knowing about it until it is signed and sealed.
This is why it was one of the signal achievements of the common law during the 20th century
to affirm the power of the ordinary courts to supervise the legality of prerogative acts of the
Crown, whether in relation to the disbursement of ex gratia awards35, the recognition of civil
service unions36, the liability of ministers for contempt of court37 or the making of Orders in
Council for the governance of colonies38.
It is possible to regard the continued existence of such a narrowly constituted body,
empowered to make legally binding enactments behind closed doors without public notice
or debate, as an affront to the rule of law. But the Privy Council is by no means the only
manifestation of the prerogative power of the Crown in the functioning of modern
government, and the availability of judicial review to keep it within the law continues to
matter.

A “third source” of power?
Are there nevertheless what Bacon, you will remember, called ‘points of sovereignty’
beyond the reach of the law? Were the Queen’s privy counsellors entitled, as the lawyer
John Hawarde alleged in 159739,
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“to attribute to their councils and orders the vigour, force and power of a firm law, and of
higher virtue and force, jurisdiction and pre‐eminence, than any positive law, whether it be
the common law or statute law”?

There is a doctrinal dispute about what the royal prerogative is. Is it purely the great
functions of state which no private individual could perform ‐ making war or peace,
conferring honours, entering into treaties, appointing ministers, summoning or proroguing
Parliament, pardoning crimes: what one can call the high prerogative40? Or is it what can be
called the broad prerogative: everything the state does which has no articulated authority in
statute law or prerogative power but is ancillary to its express powers – the employment of
staff, the formation of contracts, procurement of supplies, holding and disposal of land and
so forth? The difference has come to matter in recent years because of a debate among
public lawyers about a “third source” of state power41 which is said to originate neither in
statute nor in the prerogative but in a previously unrecognised form of authority which
places the state on a par with the private individual and allows it to do anything that the law
does not explicitly forbid.
The ebb and flow of recent authority and commentary on the theory is an unusual instance
of legal history in the making; but the theory itself is – I am going to suggest ‐ a
jurisprudential version of the emperor’s new clothes.

The Ram Doctrine
In 1945 Sir Granville Ram, the senior parliamentary drafter, explained in a memorandum
that, unlike a statutory corporation – for example a local authority – which is limited to the
powers given to it by law, a minister
“may, as an agent of the Crown, exercise any powers which the Crown has power to
exercise, except so far as he is precluded from doing so by statute.”42

The memorandum may have been correct at the time it was written in its suggestion that
the only constraints on the use of prerogative power were statutory. Today, as the
Attorney‐General in 2013 told the House of Lords’ Constitution Committee, the power “is
circumscribed by public law; by propriety; by human rights”43. But Ram’s essential point,
which is all that will have concerned him as senior parliamentary drafter, was perfectly
40
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correct: ministers have implied power to do what is reasonably ancillary to their role
without Parliament having to spell out their authority to do it44. This, however, is not what
was made of his memorandum in Whitehall: it was recycled, in the words of the Treasury’s
submission to the Constitution Committee, as a doctrine that “ministers can do anything a
natural person can do, unless limited by legislation”45.
It would be reasonable to expect that this echo of the decades of unquestioned Whitehall
supremacism has now been laid to rest by the response, last year, of the House of Lords’
Constitution Committee:
“The Ram memorandum is not a source of law and … not an accurate reflection of the law
today …. The description of the common law powers of the Crown encapsulated by the
phrase ‘the Ram doctrine’ is inaccurate and should no longer be used.”46

In the intervening years, however, the supposed Ram doctrine has made an inroad into the
rule of law which it may take more than a parliamentary report to correct.
In 2000 a challenge came before the Court of Appeal to the maintenance by the Department
of Health of a list of persons who ought not to work with children47. There was no statutory
authority to maintain such a list, but the Department relied on its inherent powers to
authorise what it was doing. The court might have found the maintenance of the list to be
reasonably ancillary to the Department’s statutory functions, but that is not what it did.
Without explicit reference to Ram, Hale LJ, giving the single reasoned judgment, adopted a
passage from Halsbury’s Laws of England:
“At common law the Crown, as a corporation possessing legal personality, has the capacities
of a natural person and thus the same liberties as the individual.”48

This passage, taken from a footnote in Halsbury’s Laws which cited no authority, was
something of a trap49. That a corporation, including the Crown, may have the capacities, and
44
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even the liberties, of a natural person does not mean that it has their powers. The Crown
and the individual share the capacity to dispense their money or property stupidly,
maliciously or capriciously; but where the individual is also legally free to do so, the Crown is
not. The reason is constitutionally fundamental: the Crown’s powers exist not for its own
benefit but for the public good50.
In the course of arguing public law cases against every Treasury Devil from Nigel Bridge to
John Laws, I never heard the Ram doctrine mentioned. Indeed John Laws’ predecessor, now
Lord Brown of Eaton‐under‐Heywood, told the Constitution Committee that he had never
heard of it. And it is, I understand, no longer referred to by government lawyers. Instead
they now speak of the common‐law powers of the Crown. These, the Constitution
Committee reminded us, “may be definitively determined only by the courts”.
But there is little evidence51 that sufficient notice is being taken of what the Committee said
next:
“[T]he constrained nature of the Crown’s common law powers is seldom made clear in
Government documents. We note in particular that the Cabinet Manual describes the power
of a minister to exercise ‘any of the legal powers of an individual’52, but makes no reference
to the fact that, whereas private individuals are free to exercise their powers irrationally (for
example), ministers are not. We recommend that, where Government publications refer to
the Crown’s common law powers, it is made clear that these powers are limited by the
restraints of public law and constitutional principle.” 53

Either the supposed third source of executive power is simply a recycling of the common
law’s longstanding recognition of a generous penumbra of ancillary powers of government,
or it is a theory of government outside the law. If it is the latter, it is unacceptable. If it is the
former, it is unnecessary. The courts have no power and no desire to micromanage the
functioning of public bodies or to restrict their implied powers, but they have been there, as
required, when central or local government has overstepped the mark. They were there
when, in 1894, the Dublin councillors came to court to challenge the disallowance by the
district auditor of the cost of a modest picnic on their annual inspection of the Vartry
waterworks in the Wicklow Hills.
“I have before me,” said Sir Peter O’Brian CJ, giving judgment, “the items in the bill. Amongst
the list of wines are two dozen champagne – Ayala 1885, a very good branch, at 84s a dozen;
one dozen Marcobrunn hock – a very nice hock; one dozen Chateau Margaux – an excellent
claret; one dozen fine old Dublin whiskey – the best whiskey that can be got; …. six bottles of
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Amontillado sherry – a stimulating sherry; and the ninth item is some more fine Dublin
whiskey …
There is an allowance for brakes; one box of cigars, 100; coachmen’s dinner; beer, stout,
minerals in syphons, and ice for wine. There is dessert and there are sandwiches, and an
allowance for four glasses broken – a very small number broken under the circumstances.
The Solicitor‐General in his most able argument … appealed pathetically to common sense….
He represented that the members of the Corporation would traverse the hills in a spectral
condition unless they were sustained by lunch. I do not know whether he went so far as
Ayala, Marcobrunn, Chateau Margaux, old Dublin whiskey and cigars. In answer to the
Solicitor‐General, we do not say that the members of the Corporation are not to lunch. But
we do say that they are not to do so at the expense of the citizens of Dublin.”54

So where tea and biscuits will no doubt fall within the ancillary powers of the state without
having to be provided for by statute, champagne, claret, hock, sherry and Irish whiskey will
probably not; and it is not very helpful to the rule of law to go in search of a separate source
of power by which public administration can either replicate or circumvent these principles.

Power beyond law?
This said, the sovereignty which Bacon regarded as a reservoir of unreviewable monarchical
power was not necessarily at odds with the royal prerogative which Coke held to be defined
by the common law: both agreed that beyond the perimeter of the law the monarch
possessed powers which the courts could not touch. The prerogatives of mercy and pardon
would at the time have been in both their minds55. But how much of the prerogative
remains unreviewable by the courts in the twenty‐first century?
It was in relation to the initial Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme, set up by a White
Paper in 196456 without any statutory authority, that the amenability of the prerogative to
judicial review came directly in issue. In 1967 the government, faced with a challenge by a
policeman’s widow to a refusal of compensation, went confidently into the Divisional Court
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to argue that the administration of the scheme was beyond the reach of the courts. To its
surprise, it lost57. In a farsighted judgment which recognised the historic character of the
issue, Lord Justice Diplock held that the last prize of the English civil war, the royal
prerogative, which ministers had jealously guarded as their final reserve of arbitrary power,
was today subject to the supervisory jurisdiction of the courts – not in order to substitute
the judges’ own decisions but in order to ensure that, in exercising the prerogative power to
distribute bounty, the Home Office behaved fairly and followed the rules which it itself had
published58.
“It may be a novel development in constitutional practice,” said Diplock59, “to govern by
public statement of intention made by the executive government instead of by legislation.
This is no more, however, than a reversion to the ancient practice of government by royal
proclamation, although it is now subject to the limitations imposed on that practice by the
development of constitutional law in the seventeenth century.”

Although Ex parte Lain is still rarely given the accolade it deserves, its importance was
recognised by Lord Scarman two decades later in the CCSU case60, where the reviewability
of the prerogative – in the form of governmental action taken without statutory
underpinning, in that case the employment of staff – was confirmed. Lord Scarman picked
up the importance of Ex parte Lain, matching it with the Case of Proclamations.
But the CCSU case did not determine how far judicial review of the high prerogative could
now reach. It may be that some things in the governance of the state are by nature non‐
justiciable, but what they are is by no means as apparent today as it was when the CCSU
case was decided. Lord Roskill’s tabulation of prerogative functions which were probably
unreviewable61 ‐ the prerogative of mercy, the grant of honours, the defence of the realm,
the making of treaties and of Orders in Council, the appointment of ministers, the
dissolution of Parliament – invites the question whether experience might require us to
think again about some of them. What if honours were to be granted in return for payment?
What if a free pardon was given to a political associate? What if a war of aggression were to
be launched in breach of international law? What if a prerogative Order in Council were to
be made for ulterior purposes or corrupt reasons? Would the courts be forbidden by
constitutional principle to intervene; or might constitutional principle, on the contrary,
require them to do so? 62
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Envoi
A state in which the executive possesses powers of governance beyond the reach of legality
is a state in which the rule of law is deficient. The remark of Justice Berkeley in 1636 that
“things that might not be done by the rule of law might be done by the rule of
government”63 crystallised an issue – the use of the royal prerogative to raise taxes without
Parliament’s consent ‐ that was shortly to erupt in civil war. In its wake, the 18th‐century
metamorphosis of regal power into ministerial authority64 altered the form but not the
substance of the dichotomy. Ministers, albeit appointed since the days of the Hanoverians
on the advice of an elected prime minister, are not themselves elected to office, and the
authority they deploy is not that of the legislature but that of the monarch. If it is the law of
the land which still, to use Coke’s verb, allows the Crown’s ministers to deploy both high and
broad prerogative powers, then the courts have a continuing obligation to ensure that these
powers are exercised within the law.
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